WELCOME TO THE INTERNET
I WILL BE YOUR GUIDE
Reaching 50 million users

The fastest speed to 50 million users was set by Pokémon Go, which did it in 19 days.

Could the next big thing do it in mere hours?

Credit: Visual Capitalist
Technology has made it exponentially easier to connect people.
5G makes it exponentially easier to connect objects
Thetius is a leading source of intelligence, analysis, and research on emerging technologies within the ocean supply chain, helping industry leaders to understand and prepare for the future.
Flexible Automation
Flexible Automation is an AI startup that provides autonomous systems for commercial ships, recreational boats, ports and...

Bunker Connect
Bunker Connect offers a digital bunker platform and brokerage solution that transforms your processes and saves you time and...

BunkerEx
Quickly find the best bunker port for your voyage.

BunkerMetric
BunkerPlanner is a bunker procurement optimization tool.

Flexport has filed 10 patents as of October 3rd 2019.
Most recent patent filings:
- Cargo Management System and Methods of Managing Cargo
- Method and system for supply chain management
- Methods and systems for assigning a classification code to items in commerce

Dynamic Routing Systems and Methods
This disclosure relates to dynamic routing of items in mass transport or otherwise entered the mass transport process. In particular, this disclosure relates to systems and methods for changing the destinations, routes, or volume of mass, either in its entirety or via splitting and rechanneling the mass as smaller portions.
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Source: GE
None of this needs 5G
To find out more about our work, access our free innovation database, or to become a client go to thetius.com